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But how do you know how many of
them actually make a purchase?

In 2020, a study revealed
that an estimated

81% of
shoppers
carry out online research
before making
purchases.
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Mobile Ad
Carol sees the ad for your latest bag
collection on her intagram profile. 

Website
Upon clicking on the ad, she is taken

to your website to explore all designs.

OOH Ad
On the way to purchase the bag in-
store, she sees the same ad at the
mall entrance.

In-store
She finally browses the bags in-store

and makes her purchase.
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A customer, Carol,  in her late 20s loves bags. Take a look at
the journey she takes before she makes the purchase at your

store. 

How would you calculate the ROI of your online ad if the
purchase was made offline? How do you currently track your

offline conversions?
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A customer in her late 20s who loves bags, let’s call her Carol, saw an ad for your latest
bag collection on her Instagram profile. She clicks on it. She explores the options you
have but wants to feel the bags in person before she makes the purchase. On her way
to the store the following weekend, she sees the same ad at the mall entrance. She
walks into the store, browses and completes her purchase. 

Unless you ask her Carol explicitly, your retail staff and marketing team won’t know what
influenced the purchase. Was it the ad outside the mall? Or did the customer interact
with you on other channels too?

With the shopper’s behaviour going through more channels than ever before,
understanding where the decision to make the purchase happens and personalising the
experience to guarantee a sale becomes crucial and difficult. 

Online conversion tracking is fairly easy - as of now - thanks to tracking tools. Tracking
the journey of a customer who makes an offline purchase is a little tricker. This is called
offline conversion tracking.

Introduction

Offline Conversion Tracking: The guide to better customer experience and returns.
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Offline conversion
tracking: Why is this
important?

Offline Conversion Tracking: The guide to better customer experience and returns.

According to a study by McKinsey &
Company, by 2023, e-commerce is
forecast to account for only 21 per cent of
total retail sales and just 5 per cent of
grocery sales. And 83 per cent of
customers say they want their shopping
experience to be personalized in some
way. The same study also suggests that
effective personalization can increase
store revenues by 20 to 30 per cent.

With Amazon and other major internet
players developing their own brick-and-
mortar networks, it is becoming
increasingly clear that the future of retail
belongs to companies that can offer a
true omnichannel experience.

Consider three scenarios depicted in the
image here. Scenario one, the customer
starts interacting with the brand on
Instagram and makes the purchase
online. Scenario two, the customer travels
from Instagram to offline purchase.
Scenario three, from a QR code scan on a  

TV ad to offline purchase. The return on
advertising spend (ROAS) would be easy
to calculate in scenario 1. But in scenarios
2 & 3, this will not be as straightforward.

Approaching ad performance or ROAS,
and relying on conversions to decide
budget allocation can be daunting if
marketers don't have complete visibility
into how customers complete their
purchase cycle. According to the February
2022 edition of The CMO Survey, they’re
happy to allocate 57% of their budgets to
digital marketing activities and are
planning to increase spending by another
16% in 2023. 

However, more than 30% of marketers who
participated said that they are
experiencing average-to-no returns on
their investments, which could create
budgeting difficulties in the future if they
are not able to overcome this gap.

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Retail/Our%20Insights/Future%20of%20retail%20operations%20Winning%20in%20a%20digital%20era/McK_Retail-Ops-2020_FullIssue-RGB-hyperlinks-011620.pdf
https://hbr.org/2022/07/closing-the-gap-between-digital-marketing-spending-and-performance
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In addition to planning and budgeting, having a true conversion figure attached to each
campaign from all channels also helps advertising platforms reconfigure campaign
settings to optimise spending. 

Offline conversion tracking can help with filling the gap by identifying and connecting
offline customers to their respective online behaviour - something like a pixel in your
offline stores. 

Offline Conversion Tracking: The guide to better customer experience and returns.
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Offline conversion
tracking: Current
challenges

Offline Conversion Tracking: The guide to better customer experience and returns.

All digital advertising platforms today
have their own way of enabling offline
conversion tracking - from Facebook, and
Google to Microsoft. Each has its own
processes that need to be set up in order
to track accurately how a customer who
interacts with your brand online,
completes the purchase at the store.  

However, they also come with their own
challenges. 

To begin with, setting up a tracker for a
single store can be fairly straightforward.
But when you’re a global brand with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stores,
things can get pretty tricky, pretty fast.
Setting up APIs, ensuring you have the
right data in the right template etc. Unless
you have a dedicated team with technical
expertise, this task can be daunting and
prone to errors. 

Moreover, siloed ad platforms mean 
 feeding your offline data separately to

each of these platforms, multiple times to
get results from all sources. Brands like
yours run the risk of redundancy unless
you are taking precautions to avoid this.

In order to calculate omnichannel results
for your omnichannel strategies, you will
need to ensure the same data is fed into
all ad platforms. Only data hygiene across
these platforms will give you the true value
of each channel, of all the channels put
together, and, finally, a complete picture of
the customer journey across channels. 

Add to this other channels like call centres,
offline events, virtual stores, and much
more. You are looking at those challenges
magnified by manifold and also having to
depend on multiple teams, including
engineering, to get a report in place. This
is not a good strategy when you want
insights into your customers consistently,
accurately and uniformly. 

Unless you have the right partner. 



OOH
On the way to purchase the bag in-

store, she sees the same ad at the
mall entrance.

Mobile Ad
Carol sees the ad for your latest bag
collection on her intagram profile. 

Website
Upon clicking on the ad, she is taken

to your website to explore all designs.

Google Ad
On the way to purchase the bag in-
store, she sees the same ad at the
mall entrance.

In-store
She finally browses the bags in-store
and makes her purchase.
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Let’s use Carol’s example once more, but let’s ramp it up. 

How would you calculate the ROI of your online ad if the
purchase was made offline? How do you currently track your

offline conversions?
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eyos: Pixel for your
offline stores
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Carol's example, as highlighted in the
previous section, is pretty common with all
customers today. Safe to say, all your
customers follow a similar journey of
jumping across multiple channels, before
making the final purchase. 

Now imagine - you seamlessly collect her
email ID and name at the POS in order to
send her a digital receipt (sustainable
brand? She’s loving your brand even more
now!). While she provides her details on a
tablet kept separately at the checkout
area, so your store staff operations are not
affected, she opts in for marketing
updates. Just as she hits submit, her
purchase is packed and she leaves -
happy with her purchase, and the smooth
checkout process. 

And she walks out - ding! - she receives
the digital receipt of her recent purchase,
along with recommendations for other
accessories, and an exclusive catalogue
of the upcoming collection with a discount
code, that she can share with her friends.
Carol is delighted! 

While you nailed that pre and post-
purchase experience, how can you track
the returns of ad spends on Facebook,
Google, and all other channels
accurately? 

eyos helps over 200 high-street retailers
do this efficiently with just a single solution
in place - eyos retail. It’s like a pixel for
your stores that collects the customer-
consented data, connects with all your
platforms, and returns a true picture of the
customer journey. In Carol’s case, from
Instagram, website, Google, to the mall. 

And it doesn’t end there. With the digital
receipts issued, you also get to continue
interacting with offline customers after
they have left the store. And also track the
journey their referrals take before they
make a purchase with you - online or
offline.   

To break this down a little more, let’s see
how we help you track offline conversions
for each channel. 
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eyos has partnered with Facebook to bring you seamless integration between your store
data and Facebook ad data. This makes attributing sales from Facebook and Instagram
an easy task which requires zero effort from your side. 

eyos Offline Conversion
Tracking: Facebook

Setting up campaign
on Facebook &

Instagram.

Set the target
audience.

Ad garners views
and clicks. 

Customer explores
the products after

click.

Customer completes
purchase in-store.

Customer provides
ID in-store with eyos.

In-store data synched
to FB ad manager in

real0time.

Offline conversion
tracked, along with
online conversion
giving true ROI on

Facebook and
Instagram campaigns.
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While the process is similar to Google's, the platform requirements differ slightly from
Facebook's. And here is when you will see the real advantage of having a single
integration partner like eyos. Like Facebook, eyos has partnered with Google to make
uploading data from the store to the ad platform a breeze. With accurate, data flowing
seamlessly between your store and the Google platform, you can be sure to get your
ROAS for ad word spending the moment you hit the criteria set by Google for offline
conversion tracking. 

Offline Conversion
Tracking: Google

Setting up campaign
on Google Ads.

Set the target
audience.

Ad garners views
and clicks. 

Customer explores
the products after

click.

Customer completes
purchase in-store.

Customer provides
ID in-store with eyos.

eyos syncs the
customer data with the

Google Ad platform,
automatically.

Offline conversion
tracked, along with online
conversion giving true ROI
on Google Ads campaigns.



eyos also integrates with other third-party platforms like CRM systems, data analytics
platforms etc to ensure you are not required to go to multiple teams, coders, and
databases to understand your customers' purchase journeys better. 

Take for instance a scenario where the purchase is completed at a touch point other
than the store, like a call centre. eyos serves as the single converging point for all
transaction data from any channel.

This allows for a true marketing automation ecosystem that helps you track the ROAS
not only from in-store transactions but also from other platforms like customer service
centres, offline activations, pop-up stores and so on.

Offline Conversion Tracking: The guide to better customer experience and returns.
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Multiple platforms, single
solution.

Call center

Pop-up stores

Mobile App

In-store

Other channels Automated offline
conversion tracking.



eyos was able to help New Look with both its objectives - identifying its in-store customers

and moving to a sustainable, paper-less mode of operations - through an easy-to-roll out,

solution - digital receipts. 

New Look can also tag each of its transactions and mode of payment (debit or credit cards)

with the respective customers. 

eyos also feeds this data into Emarsys, New Look’s CRM platform, helping the brand build a

complete, 360-degree view of its omnichannel customers. 

New Look also found eyos to be the perfect partner for offline conversion tracking. As Meta

partners, eyos also links offline, in-store data to New Look’s Facebook and Instagram ads

campaign results to ascertain how online ads lead to offline conversions or sales. 

Offline Conversion Tracking: The guide to better customer experience and returns.
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Given that 80% of their entire revenue was happening through their stores, New Look
believed there was an untapped opportunity to start capturing customer data in their
largest sales channel.

Previously, the brand was identifying 0.5% of customers that purchased in-store,
primarily through postcards and other manual data capture methods that were prone
to errors. Additionally, there was no way for them to link those customers to their
itemised level purchases.

Case in point

Challenge

Solution
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Since eyos was rolled out in all of its stores, New Look is able to capture consented
customer data and tag each transaction with the respective customer. All the email
addresses captured are immediately verified, increasing the accuracy of the data
captured by over 95%. This can be used by the brand to further connect and engage
with customers, long after they have left the store. 

Since starting its engagement with eyos, the brand has had 84% of its customers who
opted for digital receipts, sign up for marketing updates. Being able to collect customer
information directly from the customer is a huge plus at a time when third-party data
access is becoming limited. 

Thanks to consented, accurate customer database, New Look can now push offline
traffic online, and vice-versa. Even tracking engagement across channels with a single
customer has become a possibility. As a result, they have seen over £34Mn in-store
revenue attributed to Facebook & Instagram ad campaigns.

Results

£34
Mn

In-store revenue attributed to

digital ad campaigns.

95% higher accuracy  of data

collected at real-time, in-store.

84% digital receipts opt-ins signed-

up for marketing updates.

Working with partners who understand our passion for sustainable business

practices and a stellar customer experience is fantastic. We found this with

eyos. With our return customers' revenue share increasing and engagement

with offline customers through digital receipts improving - we are excited to

see what more we can unlock with eyos.

Michele Lockwood, 

Head of Performance Marketing, CRM and Transformation 
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Switch to eyos

In short, eyos helps you simplify the process of connecting your offline data with Google
ads manager or Facebook ads manager to understand the offline value of your online
ads. This removes the overhead costs associated with manpower and errors related to
the formatting and importing of offline data.

Conversions are sent to the platforms in real-time, allowing immediate, automated
bidding and ad strategy restructuring and ensuring you get the best ROAS. 

eyos retail's digital receipts make it possible to connect 100% of in-store transaction data
into a platform of your choice. And that means huge amounts of valuable data at your
fingertips – ready and waiting to be put to great use in your next marketing campaign. 

All of this - without the hassle of integration, IT development, or new hardware. 

To know more about how you can make the shift to digital receipts reach out to us at
talktous@eyos.one or visit www.eyosretail.com. 

mailto:talktous@eyos.one
http://www.eyosretail.com/
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eyos is a retail growth platform that can help businesses to identify in-store shoppers,
automate in-store marketing and leverage insights & predictions for data-driven
growth.

We help high street retailers to identify in-store customers through digital receipts and
connect the data in real-time to any nominated platform, so the retailers can have a
better connection with their customers.

With a presence in the Asia Pacific and EMEA, eyos works with local merchants, well-
known high street retail brands and world-leading CPG brands like Danone and Unilever
in 40 countries around the world.

Find out how to grow your retail businesses at eyos.one

For more information, please visit eyosretail.com. 

About eyos

http://www.eyosretail.com/

